Important instructions
Assembling
petiture is very easy to assemble. The velvet cushion is equipped with eyelets which will be fixed when
attaching the backrest on the sofa and by screwing the three feet together.

Caution!
When disassembling the sofa by unscrewing the three feet beneath the backrest, may the screw
disconnect from the wodden foot and remains in the construction. Should this happen please pay
attention to the peak of the screw. Take a pliers and unscrew it from the thread. By using a screwdriver
you can easily screw it back into the wooden foot.
In this case with your sofa, please send an e-mail to:
office@petiture.com or give us a call: +43 650 5520320
We will be happy to help you!

Maintenance | Cleaning
Cleaning the sofa is very easy. Just remove the backrest and the velvet cushion and wipe clean the pet
hair and spots with a damp duster. You can use specific oils meant for artificial leather care. Possible
hollows on the surface of the leather can be easily blown away by hair dryer.
This special „Uranus-faux-leather“ with a special tricot fabric is resistant against urine and disinfectant.
It is also resistant against heat and cold, is inflammable according to DIN EN1021 and resistant against
UV-radiation and salt water.
It is free from poisonous or toxic substance and achieves with a value of 100.000 Martindales an
excellent firmness against rub off and has also a DIN conform biocompatibility. The material has ECOTex Standard 100- 1st class Certification.“
The velvet-cushion can be changed at any time and cleaned very easily.
To keep the cotton-velvet-cushion in shape, dry-cleaning is strongly recommended.
Traces of fur can be removed with a pet hair roller or with a special brush for velvet.

Sizing
L – weight: 9,96 kg; measurements: ca. 110x68x35 cm,
for middle sized dogs (e.g: Beagle, Spaniel), height at withers: to 50 cm.
M – weight: 7,14 kg; measurements: ca. 90x56x30 cm,
for big cats and small/middle sized dogs (e.g.: Jack Russel), height at withers: to 30 cm.
S – weight: 4,92 kg; measurements: ca. 66x56x30 cm
for cats and very small dogs (e.g.: Chihuahua), height at withers: up to 30 cm.

„Some call it sofa, we call it awesome cozy pretty neat cuddly nice easy purry woof ...“

